
The CyberStrong Platform
Automated, Intelligent Cybersecurity Compliance and Risk Management

CyberStrong puts your cyber program on a solid foundation. 
Cybersecurity can be costly, difficult and at times even chaotic. Many organizations do not have visibility 
into their cybersecurity posture. While big-box GRC products boast ease of use and time to value, most 
fall short of expectations. CyberStrong cuts through the complexity and uses a risk-centric lens to provide 
an unbeatable time-to-value, lower cost and higher productivity compliance and risk management 
solution. In the words of Gartner, “IRM goes beyond the traditional compliance-driven GRC  technology 
solutions to provide actionable insights that are aligned with business strategies, not just regulatory 
mandates.”

CyberStrong simplifies cybersecurity program management. 
Measurement and management must be combined to operationalize a proactive cybersecurity program. 
CyberStrong is the only solution to add unparalleled automation to compliance and risk projects, quickly 
establishing a baseline cybersecurity posture in as little as hours. An automated CyberStrong Score pro-
vides easy-to-understand measurement that communicates program success between IT teams, external 
stakeholders, as well as executive management and the Board.

CyberStrong is powered by people and breakthrough Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
The CyberStrong Platform enables continuous improvement and real-time measurement, allowing your 
organization to manage cybersecurity as you would any other business function, irrespective of your 
company’s size. CyberStrong’s AI-powered optimizations automate risk mitigation action planning for 
compliance and risk initiatives that enables an “always on” approach to previously static GRC activities. 
The result is a more efficient process, as well as more informed decision making. Executive reports are 
updated in real-time and shared with a single click, assuring non-security executives of your successes. 

The CyberStrong Platform Makes 
Managing Your Cyber Program Easy. 
Compliance with a spreadsheet or static GRC tooi 
is invalid the moment the assessment is complete.

Streamline integrated risk management with 
unmatched visibility, ease of use, and automation 
that transcends traditional bottlenecks that slow 
you down.
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Determine Compliance At A Glance 
Instantly see your complince status for every asset, 
vendor, or location (NIST CSF, NIST 800-53, 
FEDRAMP, FIPS, ISO/IEC, DFARS, NIST SP 800-171, 
custom controls and more). 

Provide management with clear reports that show 
progress toward target compliance posture and any 
remaining gaps. 

Get ahead of vulnerabilities using an integrated threat 
feed, which provides clear visibility into areas of risk 
control by family. 

Empower Your Team to Complete Any 
Assessment
Select and update all controls associated with any 
company-specific frameworks and standards in an 
intuitive environment. 

Score your level of risk (based on NIST SP 800-30 risk 
management methodology) for each security control. 

Score compliance for each control with a simple work-
flow that includes needed team members. 

Set due dates, view workflow status and assign control 
owners with collaborators. 

Intelligently Close Compliance Gaps
Produce AI generated compliance roadmaps that 
weight associated cost and impact variables, to 
improve on your CyberStrong Score. 

Allow management to determine Risk Tolerance as 
measured against the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, 
DFARS and other frameworks. 

Quickly establish well-informed plan of action and 
mitigations (POAM) to guide continuous improvement. 
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